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Using The TI-83/84 Plus

Chapter 3: Histograms & Scatter plots

Here we use the STAT PLOT menu of options to create histograms and scatterplots but there other plotting

options available. The STAT PLOT menu is accessed by pressing the 2nd button and the Y = button just
below the graphing window. Each topic has its own page or you can go directly to the videos.

• Making A Histogram 2

Play Video .

• Making a Scatterplot 3

Play Video .

• Entering Data Into Lists 4

Play Video .

http://youtu.be/oFikq8L4MrY
http://youtu.be/D_CCtgjhwhY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p8fJopvcRLc
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Making A Histogram Play Video .

1. Enter your data in a list. See Entering Data Into Lists

2. Press the 2nd button and the Y = button to access the STAT PLOT menu.

3. Scroll to the plot you want. This is probably 1: Plot1...On. Press ENTER .
Make sure the other plots are turned Off unless you really want more than one plot in your graph.

4. Highlight On.

5. Scroll down to Type:.
Highlight the histogram icon, and press ENTER .

6. Scroll down to Xlist:.

Enter the list from the blue options above the # 1 - 6 buttons using the 2nd button.

7. Scroll down to Freq:. Set this to the number 1.

8. Set the graph boundaries and classes by pressing the WINDOW button.

• Set Xmin = left-most boundary and Xmax = right-most boundary.

• Set Xscl = class width ≈ Xmax−Xmin
desired number of bars.

• Set Ymin = 0 and Ymax to the height of the tallest bar.
You might need some trial-and-error to get this right.

• Set Yscl to represent the distance between tick-marks on the y-axis.

• Don’t worry about Xres or ∆X (if your calculator has these).

9. Then hit the GRAPH button.
You might might have to go back a edit your WINDOW settings.

STAT PLOT WINDOW GRAPH

http://youtu.be/oFikq8L4MrY
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Making A Scatterplot Play Video .

1. Enter your x-values in one list and the corresponding y-values in another list.
See Entering Data Into Lists

2. Press the 2nd button and the Y = button to access the STAT PLOT menu.

3. Scroll to the plot you want. This is probably 1: Plot1...On. Press ENTER .
Make sure the other plots are turned Off unless you really want more than one plot in your graph.

4. Highlight On.

5. Scroll down to Type:.
Highlight the scatter plot icon (or line plot if you want), and press ENTER .

6. Scroll down to Xlist:.

Enter the x-value list from the blue options above the # 1 - 6 buttons using the 2nd button.

7. Scroll down to Ylist:.

Enter the y-value list from the blue options above the # 1 - 6 buttons using the 2nd button.

8. Choose the marker style.

9. Then press the GRAPH button.
If you don’t see anything, you will have to edit your graph bounds by editing the WINDOW options.

10. You can change the boundaries by pressing the WINDOW button and changing the min and max values
for the x and y variables.

STAT → Edit → 2 Lists STAT PLOT GRAPH

http://youtu.be/D_CCtgjhwhY
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Entering Data into Lists: Play Video .

1. Press the STAT button.

2. Highlight the EDIT option (using the arrows) and hit ENTER .

3. Choose a list (from L1, L2, . . ., L6) using the arrows and enter the values by column.
Hit Enter or the down-arrow to move down the column.

4. You can clear a list by highlighting the list name and hitting the Clear button and then ENTER .

STAT → Edit Enter List Data

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p8fJopvcRLc

